Radar as an Emerging and Growing Technology for Industrial Applications: A Short Overview
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Abstract:
After a brief introduction of classical radar applications, a short overview of state-of-the-art radar technology is presented. For basic radar understanding, the chirp-sequence frequency modulation scheme and its advantages are shortly described. As an outlook, four future application areas for modern radar sensors are shown. A 160 GHz flexible sniffing probe is proposed for security and industrial applications. For human gesture recognition and unmanned aerial vehicle altimeter a 77 GHz radar is presented. The ground penetrating capability of radar is shown, using a low frequency FMCW radar for buried landmine detection.
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Introduction
Radar systems became popular through the use in military applications [1, 2], civil air surveillance, and maritime surveillance [3]. Other well-known radar applications are weather radars [4, 5] or earth observation satellites [6]. In all these applications frequencies below 10 GHz are used to determine ranges larger than 100 km, velocities, and for imaging. The radar systems have bulky dimensions and a complex signal processing unit. Consequently, the systems are expensive and not attractive for industrial sensing or for private consumers.

In contrast to this, the robustness of radar in measuring distance, velocities, and angles compared to optical or ultrasound system is a preferable feature. With the possibility of integrating complete radar systems on chip (SoC) in silicon-germanium (SiGe) [7, 8], cheap production is feasible and radar systems become popular for industrial applications as well. Compactness is even more increased by integrating antennas in package resulting in fully-integrated transceivers on a single chip, also eliminating the need of high frequency transitions for signals from chip to PCB [9, 10].

The presence of radar in everyday life application is constantly increasing by now. Simple continuous wave (CW) sensors working in the 24 GHz range, capable of detecting movement and measuring velocity, are for example used in automatic door openers [11]. More complex systems using frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) sensors in the 77 GHz range, able to measure distance, velocity, and increasingly also angular information, are used in the automotive industry. Many advanced driver assistance systems, like adaptive cruise control, collision avoidance, and blind spot monitoring mainly rely on radar data [12].

For industrial applications radar can be used for a large variety of applications. Because of its already mentioned robustness in harsh environments, it is used for low power level measurements in industrial tanks [13]. Compared to other filling level measurement techniques (e.g. ultrasound and optical) for applications with liquids radar can be used for nearly every viscosity of the measured medium and temperature range [14]. Furthermore, radar is used in mining where bulk material is won with bucket wheel reclaimers. Another application is the surveillance of conveyor belts in agriculture or the chemical industry to measure the load volume, the velocity, and misalignment. For the automation of loading large containers on ships, a radar is installed to avoid collisions and control the evenyh charging. In all these applications, dust and weather conditions would be a limiting factor for other sensors. There are possibilities to gain high range detection in the µm range by combining frequency and phase evaluation with small bandwidths [15]. This can for example be used in placement and vibration measurements [16]. Other fields of applications are through-the-wall inspection and ground penetrating radar for the detection of buried objects and bodies as well as nondestructive testing [17]. There are already commercial products like the D-tect 150 by Bosch, able to differentiate between several
materials and measuring the size, position and depth of the corresponding object in a wall. In addition, it is also possible to get 3D images of objects in or behind a wall [18].

In this paper, a brief overview about the basic FMCW radar principles is given. After a short discussion of radar advantages several new radar applications are presented. One application is a radar system at 160 GHz with a flexible measuring probe. Second gesture recognition with a radar system is presented. Another subject are radar systems mounted on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). On the one hand a 77 GHz radar based altimeter and on the other hand a low-frequency ground penetrating radar for buried object recognition are presented.

Basic Radar Principle

To get familiar with the working principle of a FMCW radar, a basic block diagram of a bi-static radar is depicted in Fig. 1. The transmitted signal is generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), with the tuning voltage being controlled by a phase-locked loop (PLL). The resulting RF-signal is amplified by a power amplifier (PA) and passed through a coupler, which divides the signal. One is radiated by the transmitting antenna, the other is passed to the receiving mixer as the local oscillator (LO) signal. At distance $R$ the transmitted signal is reflected by a target with radar cross-section (RCS) $\sigma$ and received by the receiving antenna. Afterwards it is down-converted with the LO-signal, and after an anti-aliasing lowpass filter (LP) fed into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Assuming a point target, the received power $P_{\text{RX}}$ at the feed-point of the receiving antenna can be calculated with the so called radar equation:

$$P_{\text{RX}} = \frac{P_{\text{TX}} G_{\text{TX}} G_{\text{RX}} \lambda^2 \sigma}{(4\pi)^3 R^4} \tag{1}$$

with $P_{\text{TX}}$ the transmitted power, $G_{\text{TX/RX}}$ the gain of the transmitting/receiving antenna, and $\lambda$ the free-space wavelength.

For further investigations, chirp-sequence (CS) will be used as the frequency modulation since it is one of the most common modulation formats nowadays. With CS it is possible to measure distance and velocity of multiple targets (as well as the direction of arrival (DoA)) at the same time. Frequency is modulated as a linear ramp with bandwidth $B$ around the center frequency $f_0$ with duration $T$. Fig. 2 shows such a ramp (solid black curve). This ramp is repeated $L$-times with ramp repetition interval $T_{\text{rep}}$. Regarding the echo of the transmitted signal (blue dashed curve Fig. 2) reflected by a target with distance $R$ and velocity $v$, the ramp is shifted in time by the delay $\tau = 2(R + v \cdot t)/c_0$ and in frequency by the Doppler frequency. In order to extract the target distance and velocity, the phase of the down-converted signal

$$\Delta \phi(t) = \phi(t) - \phi(t - \tau) \tag{2}$$

is analyzed as in [20]:

$$\Delta \phi(t) = 2\pi \left( f_0 \tau - \frac{B}{T} \tau^2 \right) \tag{3}$$

The expected intermediate frequency (IF) $f_{\text{IF}}$ is found by neglecting the $\tau^2$-term in (3) and inserting $\tau$.

---

**Fig. 1: Bi-static FMCW radar block diagram.**

**Fig. 2: Chirp sequence frequency modulation.**
Based on the IF-signal, the range, as well as the velocity can be determined. In the first step, a fast-Fourier transformation (FFT) is performed over each ramp to determine the target distance (signal range gate). In the next step, a second FFT over all consecutive send ramps for each range bin is applied to calculate the target velocity. This procedure and the resulting range-Doppler-matrix is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum Doppler frequency \( f_{D,\text{max}} \) is limited by \( T_{RRI} \) and the velocity resolution \( \Delta v \) by the observation time:

\[
  f_{D,\text{max}} < \frac{1}{2 T_{RRI}}, \quad \Delta v = \frac{c_0}{2 f_0 T_{RRI} L}.
\]

The range resolution \( \Delta R \) is inversely proportional to the measurement time available in one ramp, for \( \tau \ll T \), \( t_{\text{meas}} \approx T \), it can be derived that [21]:

\[
  \Delta R \approx \frac{c_0 T}{2 B} \frac{1}{t_{\text{meas}}} \approx \frac{c_0}{2 B}.
\]

For DoA measurements, multiple receive channels are needed. In the easiest case, a uniform linear antenna array (ULA) is used, with an antenna spacing of half the free-space wavelength to avoid grating-lobes. Assuming a target in the far field, a plane wave is present at the antenna array. This leads to a phase difference between the consecutive channels. This phase difference is used to calculate the direction of arrival. There are many algorithms with different approaches, for example Bartlett beamformer, Maximum Likelihood (ML), and multiple signal classification (MUSIC) which will not be further investigated in this paper. More information can be found in [22, 23, 24].

**Radar Applications**

In the following sections a brief overview of new radar applications is given. To show the variety and advantages of radar, three different radar systems at three different frequency bands are presented.

### 160 GHz Sniffer Probe

For frequencies above 100 GHz, radar systems are usually integrated systems on Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuit (MMIC) with on-chip antennas. Due to the limited gain of these antennas, MMICs are mainly used in combination with lenses above the chip. Such systems are large compared to the chip size and can only detect targets in the lens' beamwidth.

A system with a flexible sniffer probe as known from oscilloscopes offers new areas of application for radar. The known radar measurement scenarios as level measurement in industrial tanks can be extended to fill level and flow rate measurements in small pipes. Furthermore, the radar can be used in surroundings where due to space limitations or obstacles between sensor chip and target only an antenna, the sniffer, can be placed. The rest of the system is outside of these surroundings where enough space is available. Here security applications with endoscopes can be extended with range and velocity measurements. Another advantage of a flexible sniffer probe is the spatial separation of radar MMIC and antenna. For distance measurements at robot arms in environments unsuitable for the electrical components, only the flexible sniffer probe can be positioned at the desired position, whereas...
the rest of the radar is placed at a fixed position outside the environment.

Recent research has shown, that with dielectric lenses stacked on flexible dielectric waveguides high gain and mechanical flexible antennas are feasible around 160 GHz [25]. The antenna with a suitable transition from a 160 GHz bistatic radar MMIC to the antenna is shown in Fig. 4 left. Here a volume flow measurement setup in a small pipe with measurement results is depicted. The high operating frequency offers a large bandwidth of 16 GHz and consequently a high spatial resolution of 9.7 mm [26].

The sniffer probe, antenna and waveguide, is made of high density polyethylene (HDPE) and has low measured losses (4.5 dB/m). Compared to a rectangular waveguide with theoretical losses of 8 dB/m it is a considerable improvement. For a gain of 24 dBi, the antenna has a diameter of only 1 cm.

**Human Gesture Recognition with a 77 GHz Radar**

The demand for smart applications in everyday life with touch screens and linked remote control has also increased the interest in human gesture recognition, where camera based systems and computer vision algorithms are popular and yet available. But also a radar system is able to determine the velocity and the position of a target in a room, even more robust and with a higher update rate.

A multi-channel radar system with an increased MIMO 2D-aperture for high angular resolution is able to detect the human hand as a target despite the low radar cross section (RCS) [27]. With an available bandwidth of 3 GHz around 77 GHz, a range resolution of 5 cm is reached. The chirp-sequence modulation enables a velocity resolution up to 10 cm/s with an update rate of 20 Hz. Therefore, 512 ramps with a duration of 100 µs are used. In Fig. 5 a range-Doppler diagram for a snapshot during a wipe gesture is shown. In addition to the body reflections with $v \approx 0$ m/s due to the constant position, reflections from the hand are visible. The broad peak in the velocity domain results from many scattering centers at the hand surface and their different velocities.

**Altimeter Measurement for UAV at 77 GHz**

UAVs have attracted strong interest in the last years. To fly autonomously it is essential to capture the environment and detect obstacles. A radar system can be used as an altimeter.

![Fig. 5: Range-Doppler diagram for a snapshot during a wipe gesture.](image)

![Fig. 6: Radar altimeter at 77 GHz attached to a hexacopter flying over a stepped stone wall. All four steps can be clearly identified in the radar measurement results.](image)
Besides the altitude over the current terrain, it is possible to differentiate the terrain between vegetation and building. Altimeter measurements are performed with a 77 GHz FMCW radar mounted on a UAV. The maximum measured altitude by a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm is larger than 35 m. The different overflown terrain and vegetation scenarios are visible in the radar response due to different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and multiple targets. A tree provides a wide clutter in the radar response whereas multiple targets are visible over a stepped stone wall like shown in Fig. 6. Even between crop and usual grass can be differentiated because of broadened peaks. Compared to other altitude measurement systems, the 77 GHz radar system with a range resolution of 7.5 cm has obvious advantages. Other possibilities to measure the altitude are GPS systems or pressure altimeter. Only very expensive differential GPS systems reach comparable accuracy. For pressure altimeter rotor blade vorticity leads to inaccuracies. Furthermore, one can just detect the relative altitude to the start point.

Landmine Detection with Ground Penetrating Radar

Almost every day civilians fall victim to landmines and explosives in former war zones. People try to detect buried landmines with handhelds in impassable terrain risking their life. At frequencies between 1 GHz and 4 GHz microwaves penetrate in the ground up to several centimeters. Therefore, it is possible to detect buried objects like landmines with a radar system and differentiate them from the surrounding ground. With a radar system mounted on a UAV, even impassable terrain like in forests or marshes can be examined on explosives and if necessary demined without risking life. All the flight data (velocity, gear angle, …) have to be considered in a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) signal processing algorithm to receive a high resolution radar image. In Fig. 7 a measured SAR image with buried landmine dummies is shown. During the measurement the radar is moved on a straight rail.

Conclusion

Four new application scenarios for radar sensors have been presented, a 160 GHz flexible sniffer probe, human gesture recognition with a 77 GHz sensor, a 77 GHz radar altimeter mounted to a UAV, and a ground penetrating radar from 1 GHz to 4 GHz. This underlines the manifold application areas of radar. The measurement robustness and cheap radar MMICs make radar systems more interesting for industrial applications.
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